Don't Miss Out on Horizon Europe Projects and Collaboration Opportunities!

Swiss entities (including universities, companies, SMEs, NGOs etc.) are eligible to participate in most Horizon Europe collaborative projects. Please contact us for an eligibility check if you have doubts.

Funding for Swiss entities to participate in successfully evaluated proposals is guaranteed by the Swiss government.

✅ WHAT YOU CAN DO
- Participate in collaborative projects*
- Participate in ERC-SyG and MSCA-Postdoctoral Global Fellowships
- Lead work packages
- Have an active role in the project
- Receive funding from the Swiss Government
  - Your activities and budget must be specified in the proposal
  - You will participate as "associated partner"

*Unless the call specifically excludes Third Countries. For more information see SERI.

🚫 WHAT YOU CANNOT DO
- Participate in mono-beneficiary / PI projects (for example, ERC individual grants or MSCA European Fellowships)
- Coordinate a project
- Receive EU direct funding (EU funding possible in exceptional cases)

Important points to consider for collaborative projects:
- Your entity does not count toward the min. or max. number of participants in the consortium
- Your budget does not count toward the maximum total EC budget of the project

If Switzerland associates to Horizon Europe after the call deadline, the Swiss government will still guarantee funding for your project.

Further Details/ Contact
Contact our specialists at the Network Office or the local Euresearch Offices for more information on how to apply to Horizon Europe!

Micol Nantiat Legal/ Finance NCP
micol.nantiat@eursearch.ch
+41 31 380 60 19

Euresearch Legal/ Finance page
www.euresearch.ch/L&F
www.euresearch.ch/boostHE

ℹ️ MORE INFO
www.horizon-europe.ch
State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI) website
SERI is implementing transitional measures to fund project types in which you are currently excluded from application.
Eligibility and funding of Swiss participants in the Horizon Package
(based on available budget in the 2023 Work Programmes)
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